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The paper “ Mission, Vision and Value Statements of Wegman Foods" is a 

persuading example of a research proposal on management. The proposed 

research topic is ‘ analysis of the external and internal environment of 

Wegman Foods and validates the organizational mission, vision and value 

statements’. The purpose of the proposed study is to conduct an overview of 

the strategic factors of ‘ Wegman Foods’ by analyzing the prevailing internal 

and external environment of the organization. The proposed study will look 

into the strategic factors that will help the organization in an effective 

strategic management perspective. The proposed study will focus on to 

validate the mission, vision and value statement of Wegman Foods. 

Background of the Study 

The strategic management is gaining importance in the practical 

implementation of company’s objectives due to the changing nature of the 

environment where businesses operate. In today’s world, the management 

of strategic aspects is needed in every phase. Strategic management is such

a phenomenon that influences the organization’s performance. It can be 

seen that organizations that face the same environmental condition, work 

with different strategies. This is due to the differences in their internal 

structure. For this reason, an analysis of both the internal and external 

environment of Wegman Foods has been proposed to conduct with the aim 

that a complete strategic management perspective can be drawn (David, n. 

d.). 

Research Objectives 
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The objectives of the research are: 

To make a complete analysis of the internal and external environment of 

Wegman Foods 

To validate the mission, vision and value statement of Wegman Foods 

To propose a future strategic plan for Wegman Foods (VCCS Litonline, 2005).

Research Questions 

The research questions to be analyzed in this proposed study are: 

What is the nature of the internal and external environment of Wegman 

Foods in which it operates? 

Is the mission, vision and value statement of the company validated? 

How the findings of analyzing the external and internal environment can be 

used to plan future strategies for the company? 

What is the importance of strategic management in influencing the 

performance of an organization? 

Literature Review 

In this proposed research study, an important aspect of measuring the 

performance of an organization has been taken up. The market scenario is 

changing day by day and is becoming complex with an innumerable number 

of market players. Thus one can generally imagine the importance of 

strategy formulation and up gradation in an organization. Considering the 

growing demands and challenges, organizations take up various strategic 

planning. In this proposed study, a validation approach to the mission, vision 
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and value statement of Wegman Foods will be presented with evidence from 

various empirical sources (Kaplan & Et. Al., 2008). 

The focus of the literature review will be on the presentation of various 

empirical evidence of the significances of strategic management in an 

organization. With respect to the evidence, strategic plans will be evaluated 

and will be equated to the present market position of the company with the 

intention that a precise strategic plan for the future can be formulated. The 

process of planning is a step by step implementation of various alternate 

objectives and come up with the best one (Silverthorne, 2010). 

An appropriate strategic formulation in line with the marketing position of 

the firm will lead to a competitive advantage position for the company. For 

this purpose, a complete environmental analysis will be conducted by 

choosing an appropriate technique that will be supported by proper empirical

evidence through a literature review (Rapp, n. d.). 

Methodology 

In the proposed study, the research methodology that will be used is 

qualitative research with secondary data. Qualitative research methods will 

be used because the data are qualitative in nature and cannot be expressed 

in numerical forms. Moreover, qualitative research is a very flexible method 

of conducting the research and would be best suited for the research 

concerned. The external and internal environment will be analyzed and for 

that data will be collected from various secondary sources. 
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For example, data about the internal structure of the company will be 

collected from http://www. acsu. buffalo. edu/~lmosoian/ Wegmans. This will 

help in knowing the kind of operation that Wegmans deal with (Wegmans, 

2008). 

For analyzing the internal and external environment data will be collected 

from this source http://www. articleshub. org/article/23727/Wegmans-Food-

Markets-Inc---SWOT-Analysis---Market-Research-Report-On-Aarkstore-

Enterprise. html Wegmans Food Markets Inc - SWOT Analysis - Market 

Research Report On Aarkstore Enterprise. The data will be helpful if SWOT 

analysis is chosen as the form of analytical tool (Aarkstore Enterprises, 

2010). 

The information about any aspect of the company can be collected from the 

following source which is the official website of the company www. wegmans.

com 

Limitations 

The proposed study comprises of the limitations that adequate data may not 

be available on the sources because of their being secondary in nature. 

Moreover, secondary data are less reliable and cannot be taken for granted 

all the time. Moreover, various internal data may not be available on the 

secondary sources which are confidential to the company. Conclusion 

The proposed research study comprises of a very crucial aspect of any 
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organization in which a complete environmental analysis will be conducted. 

The proposed research study will provide an opportunity to Wegmans Foods 

to plan strategies for the future. It will also help to gather data about the 

organization as well as the industry where it deals. The outcome of this will 

not only provide a complete analysis of the environmental aspects but also 

will aid in evaluating the business scenario of Wegman Foods. 
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